SLIDER plugin does not work when placed in a module zone (such as PAGETOP) via MENUPAGE

Description
If you place the SLIDER plugin in a module zone (such as PAGE TOP), it breaks the Tiki page layout. The images in the slider do not load correctly, the slider vendor JS and CSS do not load.

I have tried:

1. Creating a custom module with SLIDER and placing it a module zone.
2. Creating a page with the SLIDER, then using a MENUPAGE module to add the page to a module zone.

Neither works.

Users should be able to place a SLIDER (or really, use any Tiki plugin) in a module zone.
Importance 7
Easy to solve? 5
Priority 35

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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This problem was noted on Slider comparison but I didn't file a bug report then. I imagine that page should be updated when this bug is fixed.
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